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A semiring is a set together with two associative binary operations addition 
and multiphcation such that under addition it is commutative and multiplica- 
tion is distributive over addition. The graph of a semiring R consists of 
vertices G(R), the set of all nonempty proper subsemirings of R, and edges, 
the set of all (A, B)‘s such that A, B are in G(R) and the intersection of 
A, B is nonempty. A semiring is connected if G(R) is connected. 
In [ 1, 21, Ratti and Lin proved the following results: 
(1) Left unital semirings are connected. 
(2) A semiring with idempotent is connected. 
(3) A semiring with zero is connected. 
TNEOREM. A se&ring with more than two elements is connected. 
Proof. Let R be a semiring with more than two elements. Let A, B be 
vertices in G(R) and a in A, b in B, then {A, aR, Rb, B) is a path between 
A, B, unless aR = R or Rb = R. Let us consider the case aR = R. 
If Ra = R, then there exists e in R such that ea = a and for each x in 
R = aR, x = ay for somey in A and ex = e(ay) = (ea) y = ay = x. This 
implies that R is left unital. By (l), R is connected. So let us assume that 
Ra # R. 
If bR f R, then {A, Ra, bR, B) is a path between A, B. Hence, we may 
assume bR = R and Rb # R. If there exists x in R such that xR # R, then 
(A, Ra, xR, Rb, B} is a path between A, B. Henceforth, we consider the case 
whenxR = RandRx # RforallxinR. 
Since aR = R = bR, there exist Y, s in R, such that ay = a and bs = b. 
Let us consider the subsemiring I generated by r, P + s, if I = R, then, each 
x in R is of the form rn + p(r, s) for some polynomial p(r, $) in I”, $. Hence, 
using ay = a, ax = aP + p(r, s)a = a + p(r, s)a an element of a + R. 
Therefore, R = aR C a + R and hence, a + R = R. Since R is commutative 
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under addition, a + R = R = R + a, then, by a similar argument to that 
used for multiplication, R has zero element, and hence, by (3), R is connected. 
Thus, we may assume I # R. By a similar argument, we can assume the 
subsemiring J generated by s, s + r is a proper subsemiring. Then, in the 
remaining case, we have a path (A, Rr, I, J, Rs, B} between A, B, and the 
theorem is proved. 
Comment. In [3], Ratti and Lin show that a left unital semiring has graph 
with diameter at most three and a semiring with idempotent has graph with 
diameter at most four. These two cases, with the cases handled explicitly in 
this paper, show that any semiring with more than two elements has a con- 
nected graph of diameter at most 5. 
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